THE DEVELOPMENT OF DUSTING METHOD FOR DRAGON FRUIT PEEL AS FINGERPRINT VISUALIZATION
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ABSTRACT

Various fingerprint powder preparations used for fingerprints have a color or contrast and a sticky material for good adhesion. However, some chemical substrates used for fingerprint powders are toxic and have the potential to harm health. This research is essential to overcome this problem using a new natural powder, namely dragon fruit peel powder, as a latent fingerprint development that was simple, non-toxic, and cheaper than commercial used fingerprint powder.

Fingerprint development was carried out on non-porous surfaces (aluminium foil, CD, glass preparations) and porous surfaces (HVS paper, spectra paper, paperboard). This study used 90 fingerprint samples based on ethnicity (Batak, Javanese, Malay), blood type, and gender. The development of fingerprints using dragon fruit peel powder resulted in clear visualization on the surface of aluminium foil and glass preparations with sizes of 100 and 200 mesh. Meanwhile, fingerprints on the paper surface resulted in poor visualization because the protrusions of the fingerprints were not visible. The most dominant fingerprint patterns based on ethnicity, blood group, and gender were the loop pattern, then the whorl, and the smallest arch, respectively.
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INTRODUCTION

A fingerprint is defined as a pattern formed by the ridges at the fingertips containing rows of pores connected to the sweat glands-unique, unchanging, universal fingerprint, easy to classify. Fingerprints from crime scenes can be used to identify suspects or victims [1]. In general, the three fingerprint traces found at a crime scene are visible (patent print), an impression (plastic mould), and latent print [2]. Therefore, it is necessary to have a material or compound that can visualize latent fingerprints so that fingerprints are visible on a surface. The material used must be adapted to the conditions or surface shape where the latent fingerprint is attached [3].

The powder technique has been used as a method since the early 1900s. Currently, various fingerprint powder preparations used have a color or contrast and are sticky material for good adhesion. Universally, there are four methods of fingerprint powder, namely ordinary, Luminous, metallic and thermoplastic. When fingerprint powder is sprinkled on the surface where the fingerprints are present, the powder will stick to oil, sweat or other things left on the fingerprint [4].
Also, applying talc to latent prints gives an immediate, clear print result [5]. The police often carry out the identification process using powder because it is relatively simple, cheap and relatively easy[3]. Identification of latent fingerprints using the powder method with natural ingredients has been carried out by many researchers. It has been developed using the durian seed dust method [6]. It was also succeeded in performing fingerprint visualization on bond paper, scrap paper, wooden surfaces, plastics, transparent sheets, aluminium foil, steel surfaces and Compact Disks [7]. It has researched the visualization of latent fingerprints with the sweeping method on herbal ingredients, namely turmeric [8], gambir powder [9] and purple sweet potato powder (Ipomoea batatas L. Poiret) [10].

When choosing a powder composition, certainly, the material does not chemically interact with the surface of the latent fingerprint trace. The powder selected should provide the best color contrast to the surface. Some of the chemical substrates used for fingerprint powders are toxic and pose potential health hazards [11]. To overcome this, this research was conducted using a new, natural powder, namely powder from dragon fruit peel powder, as a latent fingerprint development that is simple, non-toxic, and cheaper than the fingerprint powder used commercially.

Dragon fruit (Hylocereus undatus) is a plant with high economic value and health benefits [12]. Dragon fruit peel percentage 30-35% of the fruit weight and often just disposed of as garbage [13]. One of its uses in dragon fruit peel is by extracting it to be used as a base for various functional foods that will benefit health [14]. Super red dragon fruit peel can also be used for making jelly [15]. Red dragon fruit peel is used as a food additive in making ice cream because it contains natural pigments that can be used as an alternative to synthetic dyes, thereby eliminating doubts that it will be bad for health [16]. Dragon fruit peel contains anthocyanin dyes that are quite high. In red dragon fruit peel, anthocyanin levels are 22.59 ppm. Red flesh dragon fruit peel contains anthocyanin pigment, cyanidin 3-ramnosyl glucoside 5-glucoside [17].

The development of latent fingerprint dusting methods is important, and using dragon fruit peel waste as a visualization of latent fingerprints on porous surfaces (HVS paper, spectra paper, paperboard) and non-porous surfaces (glass preparations, aluminum foil, and CD) becomes something new and interesting to research. This study used 90 fingerprint samples based on ethnicity (Javanese, Batak, and Malay), blood type and gender. This ethnic variation was used because it was following the population data of Medan city that the highest percentage of Medan city based on ethnicity was Batak, Javanese and Malay. This study used 90 fingerprint samples based on ethnicity (Javanese, Batak, and Malay), blood type and gender. This ethnic variation was used because, according to the population data of the city of Medan, the highest percentage of Medan cities based on ethnicity were Batak, Javanese and Malay.

The idea of using a sample based on this category was consistent with the assertion that the fingerprint pattern is one
biological variation that differs from one racial group with other groups, between women and even men in identical twins. Each individual shows a different fingerprint pattern fingers but has a regularity that can be easily identified. The average frequency of each pattern and other characteristics shows an evident variation among the population [18]. Fingerprint can widely be used to identify a person in terms of the biology of his derivation and differences between ethnic groups [19]. The researchers' results also found variations in fingerprint patterns of various ethnic groups [8-10, 20].

Fingerprint analysis by gender and blood in the individual group has the advantage, which can increase the authenticity of fingerprints. Also, fingerprint patterns can help predict a person's gender and blood type to solve a crime. The blood group system was discovered in 1901 by Karl Landsteiner. Thus, 19 major groups were identified, which varied in their distribution among the various human races. Clinically, only very important 'ABO' and 'Rhesus' groups [21].

METHODS

1. Tools

The tools used were a blender, sieve (60, 80, 100 and 200 mesh), beaker glass, powder container, fingerprint brush, spatula, and tube clamp.

2. Materials

The materials used were 500 gr dragon fruit peel, HVS paper, paperboard, spectra paper, CD, glass preparations, aluminum foil, 10mL ethyl acetate (Sigma), and 40mL petroleum ether (Sigma).

3. Research Procedure

a. Dragon Fruit Peel Powder Preparation

Red dragon fruit peel was sliced into small pieces. Then did the drying using an oven at a temperature of 30-380°C [14]. Then it was blended and sieved using a 60, 80, 100, and 200 mesh sieve. The purpose of refinement was to expand the surface of the sample particles [22].

b. Fingerprint Development

The method of developing latent fingerprints using the dusting method or non-porous surface (aluminum foil, CD, and glass preparations) with dragon fruit peel powder smeared by rotating the brush over the mold circular pattern so that the latent print can be seen on the object surface. The powder that did not stick to the fingerprint was immediately removed to visible the fingerprint [23].

The method of developing latent fingerprints was by dusting on porous surfaces (HVS paper, spectra paper, and paperboard), namely by dissolving 50 mg of dragon fruit peel powder in 10 mL ethyl acetate, then mixed it with 40 mL of petroleum ether. Fingerprint samples were immersed in the solution, then aired, then in the oven for 1 hour at 150°C [25].
size, the higher the anthocyanin content [26]. Conditions free of light, low temperature, copigment, metal ions, oxygen, enzymes, concentration, and pressure are also important factors so that the stability of anthocyanins was maintained so that the balance of anthocyanins does not easily shift and eventually degrades [27]. Anthocyanins were very sensitive to thermal processes that can cause red color loss and an increase in brown color due to thermal degradation. The color degradation of anthocyanins was due to changing the red flavilium cations to carbinol bases and finally to colorless chalcone and ending in brown degradation products [28].

The resulting dragon fruit powder was brown. Dragon fruit peel powder in Figure 1.

![Figure 1](image1.png)

Figure 1. Powder of dragon fruit peel resulting from sieve / mesh (a) 60, (b) 80, (c) 100, and (d) 200

2. Development of Dragon Fruit Peel Powder Dusting Method

![a. Development of Fingerprints on Non-Porous Surfaces](image2.png)

Figure 2. Development of latent fingerprints on the surface of aluminum foil with powder / mesh sizes (a) 60, (b) 80, (c) 100, and (d) 200

The development of latent fingerprints of dragon fruit peel powder was carried out by the dusting method. The dusting method involves rubbing dragon fruit peel powder on a surface that contains sebum. To collect sebum prints, the subject was asked to touch the forehead or face to get sebum on the tips of his fingers. The powder would be sticked to the residue from the surface radius we touched [6]. The development of latent fingerprints using dragon fruit peel powder was carried out on aluminum foil, glass preparations, and CDs. Visualization of latent fingerprints on the aluminum foil, CD, and the glass surface of the preparation can be seen in Figure 2, 3, and 4, respectively.
Figure 3. Development of latent fingerprints on the CD surface with powder/mesh sizes (a) 60, (b) 80, (c) 100, and (d) 200

Dragon fruit peel powder with 100 mesh and 200 mesh on the surface of aluminium foil and glass preparations gives results with clear color contrast. Meanwhile, the resulting 60 mesh and 80 mesh of the resulting visualization was not good enough. Due to the finer powder's size, it made it easier for the brush to come into contact with the surface/media, making it easier to identify the patterns/lines found on fingerprints [9].

The CD's surface makes for poor visualization of latent fingerprints because the powder cannot stick to the CD's surface. The smaller the powder particle size, the wider the surface of the material is. It might be due to the wider surface of the material, thus increasing the contact between the powder particles [29].

Figure 4. Development of latent fingerprints on the surface of the glass preparations with powder/mesh sizes (a) 60, (b) 80, (c) 100, and (d) 200

The development of the fingerprint with the powder was based on the adhesion of the powder to the water contained in the latent fingerprint. The powder was only used to develop latent fingerprints found on non-sweat-absorbing (non-porous) surfaces such as glass, porcelain, varnished/varnished/painted surfaces others [30].

b. Development of Fingerprints On Porous Surfaces

The development of latent fingerprints using dragon fruit peel powder was also carried out on the paper surface. The development of latent fingerprints on the paper surface requires a reagent solution, either by immersion or spraying. The ideal reagent should be rapidly evaporated, non-toxic, non-flammable, and non-polar to avoid ink diffusion in the developed documents
Chemical latent fingerprint development was used on the surface of objects that absorbs sweat like paper, unpainted wood cardboard. Here it could not be used or erased from the paper’s surface, thus affected to the authenticity of a document [30].

The development of fingerprints on the paper's surface with 50 mg of dragon fruit peel powder was dissolved in 10 ml of ethyl acetate, stirred until the powder was dissolved. Then mixed with 40 ml of petroleum ether. Fingerprint samples were immersed in the solution for a few seconds and aerated. Then the fingerprint samples were put in an oven at 1500C for 60 minutes [25]. Figure 5 is the reaction of cyanidine 3-rhamnosyl glucoside 5-glucoside in dragon fruit peels plus ethyl acetate and petroleum ether to produce 5- (6-Acetoxymethoxymethyl-3,4,5-trihydroxy-tetrahydro-pyran-2-yloxy)-3-(2-acetoxymethoxymethyl-3,4,5-trihydroxy-tetrahydro-pyran-3-yloxy)-2-(3,4-bis-acetoxymethoxy-phenyl)-chromenylium with alanin pada keringat menghasilkan 5-(6-Acetoxymethoxymethyl-3,4,5-trihydroxy-tetrahydro-pyran-2-yloxy)-2-(3,4-bis-acetoxymethoxy-phenyl)-3[1-(1-carboxy-ethylamino)ethoxymethoxymethyl]-3,4,5-trihydroxy-tetrahydropyrany-3-yloxy)-chromenylium.

In this research, fingerprints uses three types of paper, namely HVS paper, paperboard, and spectra paper. Fig. 6 is a reaction 5-(6-Acetoxymethoxymethyl-3,4,5-trihydroxy-tetrahydro-pyran-2-yloxy)-3-(2-acetoxymethoxymethyl-3,4,5-trihydroxy-tetrahydro-pyran-3-yloxy)2-(3,4-bis-acetoxymethoxy-phenyl)-chromenylium.

The results of developing latent fingerprints used dragon fruit peel powder on the surface of HVS paper are shown in Figure 7, while the surface of the paperboard is shown in Figure 8, and the surface of the spectra paper is shown in Figure 9.
Figure 5. The reaction between cyanidine 3-ramnosyl glucoside 5-glucoside from dragon fruit peel with ethyl acetate.

Figure 6. Intermediate reaction 5-(6-Acetoxymethoxymethyl-3,4,5-trihydroxy-tetrahydro-pyran-2-yloxy)-3-(2-acetoxymethoxymethyl-3,4,5-trihydroxy-tetrahydro-pyran-3-yloxy)2-(3,4-bis-acetoxymethoxy-phenyl)-chromenylium with alanine.
The development of fingerprints on the surface of HVS paper, spectra paper, and paperboard was successfully developed with dragon fruit peel powder. Still, the fingerprint patterns that appeared on the surface of the paper were not visible. The fingerprint contrast was brown. Further heating of the paper can cause loss of contrast in fingerprints, as the background of the paper turns dark brown as a result of heating [33].

Based on the results, it was clear that the moulds developed depend on several factors. The quality of the printout is affected by the surface of the object that is touched, the condition of the skin when it rubs against the object, and the amount and type of residue on the skin [34]. The fingerprint pattern developed on the paper surface was influenced by the quality of the latent print left by the donor/fingerprint sample. As part of the paper there was no brown discolouration on
the fingerprints left by the sample, due to the absence of a chemical reaction between the paper and fingerprints [35].

3. Comparison of Fingerprint Patterns Based on Tribe, Blood Type and Gender

This research was conducted using 90 fingerprint samples divided by ethnicity (30 Batak, 30 Javanese, and 30 Malay), blood type, and gender. Fingerprints could be widely used to identify a person in terms of the biology of their inheritance and differences between ethnic groups.

Ethnic diversity could be clearly identified phenotypes such as peel color, hair type, and the language used. Dermatoglyphics were another characteristic that could be used to identify ethnic groups. Indonesia has approximately 500 ethnic groups [19]. The percentage of fingerprint patterns formed based on terms is shown in Figure 10.

Figure 10. Fingerprints based on Tribe

Figure 10 shows that of the 90 fingerprint samples have the highest percentage in the loop pattern, namely 21.1% for the Malay ethnic group, 20% for the Batak ethnic group, and 17.7% for the Malay ethnic group. This shows that the loop fingerprint pattern was more dominant than other fingerprint patterns.

Another thing that is shown in the picture above was that the Malays have three pattern variations (Loop, Whorl, and Arch), in contrast to the Batak and Javanese tribes which only have two pattern variations (Loop and Whorl). The highest pattern percentage of the loop pattern. It was often found in the loop pattern in Javanese, then the whorl pattern [9]. Variation of student fingerprint patterns at Widya Mandala Madiun Catholic University. The variation in fingerprint patterns was represented by the variation in the percentage of each pattern (loop, whorl and arch) in the eight ethnic groups found. The Javanese, Dayak, Chinese, Flores, and Timorese have the largest percentage of loop patterns, the second is the whorl pattern, and the arch pattern ranks the smallest [18].

Loop type with a large percentage because the spread of loop fingerprint types was indeed more than other fingerprints. Several genes play a role in the formation of fingerprints, so the patterns undergo many variations. The fingerprint pattern is determined very strongly by genetic factors, but the period of formation was influenced by the environment [19].

Figure 11 shows that of the 90 samples had the highest percentage of loop fingerprint patterns, namely 31.1% for blood group O, 12.2% for group B, 8.8% for AB blood group, and 6.6% for group A. Another shows that blood groups B and O have three variations of the fingerprint pattern (Loop, Whorl, and Arch) different from blood groups A and AB which have two variations of the fingerprint pattern (Loop and Whorl).
It is in accordance with the study of fingerprint patterns and their relation to blood groups that the loop pattern was dominant in all blood groups. The highest frequency of loop patterns was seen in blood group O, followed by blood group B. The blood group of the majority of subjects in this study was blood type O, followed by blood groups B, A, and AB. [21].

There was a relationship between the distribution of fingerprint patterns and blood groups. The distribution of fingerprint patterns in blood groups A, B, AB, and O individuals is the highest frequency of loop, whorl, and then arch patterns [36]. The percentages of loop and whorl patterns were higher in blood group O, followed by B, A, and AB. In blood group B, there was a relationship with an arch pattern [25].

However, based on gender, the results of fingerprint patterns are shown in Figure 12. It has been found that in 90 samples, the most fingerprint patterns were based on gender, namely the loop pattern in the female gender 45.5%. Another thing that is shown was that the female gender has three variations of the fingerprint pattern (Loop, Whorl, and Arch), which were different from the male gender those who have two variations of the fingerprint pattern (Loop and Whorl).

This was in line with the distribution of the most fingerprint patterns based on gender, namely loop, whorl, and the least arch pattern.

The loop pattern was more dominant in women. The distribution of the whorl pattern was almost equal in the two sexes [37]. The relationship between fingerprint patterns and blood groups in students stated that the dominant pattern in males and females was a loop, then whorl, and the smallest arch [38]. This was not following the study which stated there was no significant relationship between gender and fingerprint pattern [38].

CONCLUSION

Based on the results of this study, it can be concluded that the development of latent fingerprints was successfully carried out using dragon fruit peel powder. Visualization of dragon fruit peel powder was brown. The best visualization of latent fingerprints with powder sizes was found of 100 and 200 mesh. The best surface used was aluminium foil and glass preparations. Meanwhile, fingerprints on the paper surface
result in poor visualization; it might due to the ridge was not visible. However, the most dominant fingerprint patterns based on ethnicity, blood group, and gender were loop patterns, whorl, and the least arch. The ways of the loop were found to be Malay, Batak, and Javanese with the percentage of 21.1; 20.0; and 17.7 percents, respectively. The percentage of loop patterns based on blood group was found to be O=31.1; B=12.2; AB=8.8; and A=6.6 percent. Besides that, the loop fingerprint patterns based on gender were found to be 45.5 in women and 13.3 percents in men.
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